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Why sllould people have beell so surprised by lile el11pirical
resulls in I"y sUl1l1nary chapler? Surely we all kllow Illal lile
!JUl1lall braill is poor al weighling/alld COl1lpUlillg. Whell you
check oul al a superl11arkel, you dOIl'1 eyeball rhe heap of
purchases and say lo rile clerk, f 'Well ;1 looks lo I1Ie as if ;I's
aboul $17.00 worlh,· wllal do yOlllllink?" The clerk adds ir up.
There are no slrollg argll111ellls, frOl1l lile arl1lchair or frOl1l,
el11pirical sludies of cogllilive psychology, for believillg Illal
1III/1Iall beillgs call assigll opl;'lIal weighls ill equaliolls
subjeclively or Illal Ihe}' apply Illeir OWIl weiglzls COllsislelllly.

(Mcchl, 1986, p. 372)
Il has bccn said that lhc single nlost difficult thing to do in the world is lo writc
with c1arity and style. (It has also becn said that fine writing is easy: One simply
stares al thc blank paper until the sweal on onc'sbrow lurns lo blood.) Paul Mcehl
writes wilh lhe clan of no one cIsc in our field, and lO read him is lO cxpericnce
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an aesthetic rush along with the inevitable intellectual jolt. In'.leed, while waiting
for my own sweat to congeal, I sometimes engage in a peculiar form of bibliothcrapy: I rcad a picce or two (or seven if the blood feels thin) by Meehl. The
particular picce does not seem to mattcr all that much, although I have Iny favorites. Any section of Clillical versus statistical predictioll (~1eehl, 1954) will do
the job, so that monograph was always near at hand throughout the 1960s. Later,
Mcehl concocted an even stronger tonic, "Why 1 do not attend case conferences," and therefore the book in which that chapter appeared (Meehl, 1973)
soon too k its turn as Iny security blanket. Reprinted in that 1973 collection is the
c1assic, "When shall we use our heads instead of the formula?" (Meehl, 1957),
in which Meehl tried to provide a logical analysis of the conditions favoring human over actuarial predictions.
Meehl has frequently expressed disappointment in his readers' near-exclusive
focus 011 lhe clínical versus statistical box-score of the moment, rather than on the
merits of his logical analyses. In the latter, he posited sorne characteristics of prediction problems in applied settings that might lead the human mind to triunlph
over typical actuarial procedures. Such possibilities included open-ended prediction tasks, unanalyzed stilnulus equivalences, empty cells, theory mediation, insufficient tiole, and highly configural prediction functions (Meehl, (959). The
last of these, the only one of lhe set that was laler to be studied elllpirically, COIlcerns lhe nature of the relalions belween predictor and criterion variables. Meehl
assUlned lhat for Inany inlportant prediction problelns these relations would be
nonlinear and/or interactive in character. If so, he reasoned, the linear additive
assunlptions incorporated into the multiple regression model would scverely attenuate the predictive accuracy of any regression equalion. On lhe olher hand, if
professional experts have learned these complex relations and can use lhenl in
diagnostic decision-making, then the hUlnan predictions should be superior lo
those generatcd by a regression equation.
Were it only so. As it has turned out, research findings suggest that highly
configural prediclor-crilerion relations lnay be quile rare(e.g., Goldberg, 1965,
1969) and lhe human's ability to Icarn such complex rclalions, when they do occur, is far from optilnal (e.g., Brehmer, 1979, 1980; Goldbcrg, 1968). As a conscquence. il now appears that Meehl's initial concern about the Iinlitations of the
regression nlodel no longer necd be considered so seriously. Indeed, lhis highly
popular and versatile technique could well be considered a prototypicalOexample
of standard actuarial methodology. In the presenl chapter, I will compare the featurcs of multiple regression analysis with those of hunlan numerical predictions.
Spccifically, I will ask: What does the regrcssion equation do, and what would
the hunlan nlind have to be able to do, in order for both mind and equation to
forecast \Vith equal accuracy? 1 will assunle that readers share my understanding
of the by-now-overwhchning clllpirical evidencc favoring the use of actuarial
nlcthods (e.g., the rcgrcssion equation) ovcr unaided human intuition (the 11lind,
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however labeled) for predieting a diverse array of important human outeomes,
and eonsequently 1 will not review that literature here. 1 willalso assume that
readers share my appreciation for the quite remarkable powers of the human
mind over a wide range of eontexts in whieh multiple-regression analyses are not
appropriate, the prototypieal example being that of pattern reeognition.
In this ehapter, I will describe five key features of a nlultiple-regression
analysis, five problems in predietion that are automatieally sol ved when one employs a regression algorithm. Specifieally, a regression equation takes into aeeount, and optimally I adjusts for, (a) differential validilies within a set of predietors, (b) differenecs in Ille/rícs between the eriterion and eaeh of the predictors,
(e) COllsislellcy of the foreeasls fronl identieal predielor patterns, (d) differential
degrees of redulldallcy within sets of predictors, and (e) all f(lgressíoll effeets assoeiated with imperfeet predictor-eriterion associations. Historieally, proponents
of statistical predietions foeused our attention on the
., first of these features, and
perhaps as a eonsequenee investigators of human decision-Inaking cxplored thenl
in roughly this order, as will 1.

Adjusting for Differential Validities among the Predictors
The Inost obvious fe-ature of a Inultiple-regression analysis is its optilllal weighti.ng of the predietors as a funetion of their differential validities: Other things being equal, the stronger the relation between a prcdictor and the criterion, the
nlore weight that predictor is given in the regression equation. Clearly, hunlans
cannot do this task perfectly, and perhaps they do it quite poorly. To discover the
weights that experts inlplicitly assign to predictor infonnation, Hatnmond (1955)
and Hofftnan (1960) suggested that we try to capture those weights by constructing H regression equation to predict each individual's judgtnents. Hoffman
(1960), who labeled these equations "pararnorphic representations" of the judgment proeess, assunled that "the regression weights signify, with certain limitations, the elllphasis or Ílnportance attached to each of lhe predictor variables by
the judge. Large coefficients nlean, empirically, that the corresponding predictors can account for large proportions of the variance of judglnent; and a predictor with a slllall beta coeflicient contributes Iiule beyond the contribution of other
predictors" (p. 120). Later, Hamlnond, Hursch, and Todd (1964) and Tucker
(1964) nlalhenlatically fonnulated sOlne of the conlponents of c1inical inference
within this multiple-regression frarnework. For 1l10re conlplete accounts of this
analytical strategy ano the research it spawned, see Hammond, McClelland, and
Munlpower (1980).
AH of this early work was baseo on the assunlption that a major- if not the
nlajor-oifference between hunlan and equation was non-optilllal versus oplinlal
weighting of lhe predictor validities. Not until a decade later were we told that
this difference Inay not be as critical as we hao assurned. Dawes and Corrigan
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(1974; see also Dawes, 1979) showed that equations with unit weights (sonletimes even with random weights) produeed predietions similar to those produced
by n10dcls based on regression weights under three eonditions: (a) a correlalíollal
index is used as the standard of eotnparison among the predietion methods,
(b) the siglls of the predietor-eriterion relations are eorreetly identified, and
(e) the Ille/rícs of the predietors have been transformed so as to elitninate any
differenees in predietor varianees (e.g., they are all standardizcd in z-seorc
forn1). Beeause the widely eited findings of Dawes and Corrigan (1974) have
frcquently been overgeneralized, it is inlportant to try to clarify SOtl1e of the basic
issues they raise.
First of alJ, as has been brilliantly articulated by Cronbaeh and Gleser (1953)
in another context, there are different statistical standards that can be used to index the accuraey of nUlnerical predictions. Within the present context two standards have been invoked, those based on relaliollal indices such as the correlation coefficient and those based on an average díscrepallcy between predicted and
criterion values such as the standard error of predietion (Le., the square root of
the Inean squared error). Dawes and Corrigan (1974) showed that under certain
conditions the predictions generated by unit-weighted and regression-weighted
Inodels tllay be highly corrclated. Indeed, as delnonstrated sorne time ago by
Gulliksen (1950, pp. 312-327) and n10re recently by Einhorn and Hogarth
(1975) and von Winterfcldt and Edwards (1987), the sile of the expected correlation bctween the predictions fron1 any two models is a negative funetion of the
nUl11ber of predictors and a positive function of their average intercorrelation.
Moreover, whereas the predictions from two models may be highly related, one
could still relate positively and the other negatively with any other variable, including a criterion variable. For example, evcn when the predictions from two
1110dels con'clate .80, one of them could correlate as high as .32 and the other as
lowas - .32 with the same eriterion. In addition, correlations do no~ reflect any
constant or systematic crrors that affect the means and/or varianees of the predictions. In the remainder of this chapter, I will assume the use of son1e accuracy
measure that is so affeeted, sueh as the standard error of predietion.
Using such a standard, what do we know about the aeeuraey with whieh
people can learn to assess the relative validity of different predictors? The classie
work on this problcm was earried out by Chaptnan and Chaprnan (1967) and subsequently replicated and extended by Golding and Rorer (1972). In a nutshcll,
they showed that we can rather easily be led lo see what we expect lo see, even
when what we expect is not there. Specifieally, when people expecl to find
predictor-criterion rclations in a stilnulus set in which those relations are absent,
they "tind" theln anyway. What this suggests is that our ability to learn the differcntial validities of predictors is far from perfect (see Brchmer, 1980; Gaeth &
Shanteau, 1984). Unlike the regression equation, which performs this chore oplilllally. lhe human Illind docs not. Perhaps the Inost pessimistic assessment o.f the
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powers of the human mind in this regard has been provided by Nisbeu and Ross
(1980), who conc1uded that the evidence shows that people are poor at detecting
many sorts of covariation: "The layperson apparently does not understand intuitively the basic logic of covariation assessrnent underlying the 2 x 2 contin-'
gency table. PercePlion of covarialion in lhe social dornain is largely a function
of preexisling theories and only very secondarily a function of true covariation.
In lhe absence of lheories, people's covarialion deleclion capacities are extrernely
linliled" (p. 111).

Aligning the Mctrics of thc Prcdictors with That of the Criterion
In lhe studies by Dawes and his colleagues, both the "improper" and the
"proper" weights under study were always appliéQ lO standardizcd (z-scored)
predictors. Indeed, lhe very nolion of "unit" or equal weights makes no sense
unless applied to predictors scaled in the sarne melric. Olher things being equal,
lhe conlribution of each part lo a cOlnposile is a direct function of the relalive
variances of lhe parts; specifically, lhe larger t~e variance of a part, lhe more it
conlribules to lhe variancc of lhe cOlnposile. One function of a regression equation is to align lhe rnetrics of each of the predictors wilh that of lhe criterion, and
it does lhis in an optitnal 1l1anner. Clearly, hUlnans will not align diverse 1l1etrics
so keenly, and this cognitive litnitation could result in their intuitive wcights differing from lhose they intended.
Sorne studies of the effects of differing predictor metrics were carried out by
Paul Hoffman in the early 1960s. In the one published report of this work (Knox
& Hoffman, 1962), judgments bascd on predictor scores exprcsscd in T-score
rnetric were compared with judgments based on the same scores expressed in percentiles. College students rated the intelligcnce or sociability of (fictilious) target
persons on two occasions, using eight potential predictors of sociability and nine
of intelligence. Each profilc was displayed in either T-score or percentile formal.
Wilhin cach of the eight cells generated by three experinlental conditions (T score
vs. pcrcentile, intelligence vs. sociability, test vs. retest), a regression model was
fitted to the judgments of each subject. Of the two rnetrics under study, the per, centile format was associated with greater variance of the judgments (and therefore higher test-retest reliability and higher predictability by the pararnorphic representations), leading the investigators to conclude that "judgments from profiles
are influenced not only by the underlying meaning of lhe plotted scores but by
their graphicallocation as well" (Knox & Hofflllan, 1962, p. 14). On the olher
hand, differences in Inelric were not associated with different patterns of relative
weighls of the predictors. Moreover, because lhe profiles were fictitious, no asseSSlllent of differential accuracy was possible. Finally, within each of the eight
conditions all predictors were scaled in the sarne rnetric, thus rendering illlpOS-
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sible any analyses of potential difficulties in aligning diverse rnetric~ within the
same task.
Such difficulties were hypothesized, and investigated indirectly, in one of the
five studies reported by Slovic and MacPhillarny (1974). In these studies, sets of
stirnuli were cornpared on features, sorne of which are cornrnon to all stirnuli and
sorne of which are unique to each one. The major hypothesis was that people
would tend to weight the common features more highly than the unique ones.
Subjects compared pairs of hypothetical high school students on their potential
college success. Scores were available for both students in each pair on one cOlnnlon attribute (e.g., English skills) and for each student on one unique attribute.
For half of the subjects, scores on the three (one common and two unique) attributes were all in the same metric, whereas for the other half of the subjects
each of lhe three attributes was scored in a different nletric. Unfortunately, all
analyses were focused on the efl'ects of common vs. unique attributes, rather than
on the comparison between same and different metrics (Iabeled "equal vs. unequal" units). The investigators concIuded that the "colnmon-dinlension crfect
was as strong in the equal as in the unequal-units condítions, contrary to the expectation that it would be easier to use the unique information in the equal-units
condition since there was less data transfornlation for the judge to consider"
(Slovic & MacPhillamy, 1974, p. 180).
Additional indirect evidence about human linlitations in aligning diffcrent
nletrics COllles from SOl1le recent studies by Tversky, Sattath, and Slovic (1988)
thut focused on individuals' judgtnents about their preferences. Based on the initial findings of Slovic (1975), these investigators showed that attributes that are
scaled in a Inetric that is compatible with that of the judgmental response fornlat
will be wcighted Inore highly than are attributes scaled in any other metric. Said
another way, in intuitive decision-Inaking the weight of an attribute is enhanced
by its cornpatibility with the output fornlat or metric. The probable rcason for this
el'fect is that the incolnpatibility betwecn input and output requires additional
rnental transformations, which in turn demand increased efrort, which can lead
lo strain and to errors. For example, in one study subjects were asked to predict
the decisions of a college adnlissions cornnlittee from applicants' rallks on one
attribute (e.g., an ability test) and from caregorical values on another (e.g., a
strong versus a weak pattern ol' extracurricular activities). Subjects were told
that the cornrnittee ranked all applicants and accepted the top quarter, and they
were randolnly assigned to predict either lhe rank or the acceptance decision for
each applicant. As hypothesized, subjects asked to predict the rankings weighted
the attribute scaled in ranks more highly than the attribute presented categoricaUy, whereas lhe reverse pattern characterized subjects asked to predict lhe categorical decisions.
In sunlrnary. then, although none of the studies to date has focused directly on
nut11erical prediclions in applied settings. all of the indirect evidence suggesls
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that the task of aligning attributes scaled in different metrics is not likely to be a
forte of the human mind. Regression equations, on the other hand, handle this
aspect of prediction tasks as facilely as they handle other aspccts.

Forecasting with Consistency
In the quotalion with which lhis chapler begins, Meehl noted lhat "There are no
strong arguments ... for believing that hun1an beings can ... apply their own
weights consistently." Hubris demands that I now finish that sentence: "lhe
query from which Lew Goldberg derived such fascinating and fundamental results" (Meehl, 1986, p. 372). The resultsto which Meehl alludes (Goldberg,
1970) have been cited frequently enough, and have now been replicitted in
enough new contexts, that I can describe thenl hcreI quite briefly. When a paramorphic representatíon of a person's judgments iS.,substituted for that person in
the same prcdictive context, the person's model typically turns out to be tnore
accurale than the person's own judgn1ents. How can that be? The paramorphic
model is a regression equation, and one crucial feature of all such equations is
that their test-retest reliabilities are perfect. Given the sanle pattern of predictor
values, the equation n1ust generate identical predictions. Hunlans, on the other
hand, are not Iike equations: Their repcated judgn1ents of the sarne predictor con. figurations are often different. Indeed, one can be aln10st cotnpletely unreliable
in a predictive situation in which one expects to be perfectly reliable, as was revealed in an intensive study of an experienced graphologist whose lest-retest
reliability turned oul lo be near lero (Goldberg, 1986). Because unreliabilily inherently lirnils potential validity, it is undesirable in any predictive context.
Over lhe past decade, there have been frequent delnonstrations that seemingly
innocuous and norn1atively inconsequential changes in lhe formulation of prediction problelns can produce substanlial inconsistencies when persons respond to
t\Vo or Inore fornls of lhe sall1e probleln. These inconsistencies are referred to as
"frarning" effects, and they have now been obtained across a quite diverse set of
.judgmental tasks. Because superb reviews of framing efTects are readily available
(e.g., Kahnetnan & Tversky, 1984; Slovic, Fischhoff, & Lichlenstein, 1982), 1
will say no nlore about theril here olher than to point to their relevance for any
cOlnparisons between the hurllan nlind and the regression equation.

Accounting for Predictor Redundancies
Not al1 of the attributes we use as predictors cOlne packaged independently of
each other; indeed, n10st attributes covary in nature to sOlne extent. Such covariation inlplies inforn1ation redundancy, and redundant predictor informatíon
adds no zest to the predictive puncho A rnultiple regression equalion autonlatically takes lhe íntercorrelatíons among the predictors into account in deriving the
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Table 1. Types of Predictor-Criterion Correlational Patterns

Correlalion

Redundancy
Strong Weak

Independence

Enhancement
Weak
Strong

Validity ol' the first
preuictor (ryxl )

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Validity of lhe second
predictor (rYX2)

.40

.40

.40

.40

.40

Correlation between
the two prediclors
(rxlx )

.60

.30

.00

-.30

-.60

Multiple Correlation

.52

.56

.64

.76

1.00

(Ryox,x)

predictor weights. HUlnans are unlikely lo do lhis optilnally. Even worse, lhey
lenu lo value redundancy. for ils own sake, because redundancy leaus theln lo
have ¡ncreased confidence in lheir prediclions (Slovic, 1966).
Other things being equal, predictive accuracy is increased when all predictors
are 111ulually orlhogonal, and accuracy is enhanceu even Inore when lhe prediclors are corrclated with each other in ways other lhan lhe ways they are correluteu
with the criterion. Table 1 provides exarnples in lhe 1110st sinlple case - two predictors (x I and x 2 ) and one crilerion (y) - of lhree lypes of infonnation configurations: redundancy, independence, and enhancenlent. In all cases, the validity of
one prediclor is .50 anu lhat of lhe olher is .40. When lhe prediclors are redunuanl, use of lheln bolh does nol ilnprove preuictive accuracy l11uch beyond whal
can be attained by lhe best of lhel11 alone. When the prediclors are unrelaleu.
prediclability is increuseu consiuerably. When lhe sign of lhe correlation between
the prcuiclors is lhe oppposite of lhe signs 01' lheir validity coefficienls, preuiclability is enhanccd substanlially. Indeed, when lhe two prediclors are correlaled
approxinlalely - .60, 111ultiple prediction is perfect.
Given sets 01' slil11Ulus nlaterials corresponding lo each of lhese configurations
in a learning task, hunlans 111uch prefer redundancy lo either of lhe other two
conditions. evcn though they should be able lo predicl 1110st accuratcly in lheir
Icasl preferred configuralion. To denlonslrale lhis effect. Kahneman and Tversky
(1973) askeu subjects lo prcdict grade-point uverage on lhe basis of two pairs 01'
aptituue lests. Subjects werc tolu lhal one pair ol' lesls (c.g., crcativc thinking anu
sYlnbolic ability) was highly relateu. whereas lhe olher pair of tests (e.g .• Inenlal
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nexibility and systelnatic reasoning) was unrclated. The scores they encountered
conformcd to thcse expcctations. Subjccts wcre told that "all tests werc found
cqually succcssful in predicting collcge performance." Allhough in this situation
higher prcdictive accuracy can be achieved with the unrelated than with the re~
lated pair of tests, subjects were significantly more confident in predicting froln
the rclated pairo Specifically, "they were more confident in a context of inferior
predictive validity" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973, p. 249).
Othcr things being equal, the Inore certain we are of being correct, the more
extreme are the numerical valucs we give; when wc are in doubt, we tend lo respond nlore cautiously, and thus more neutrally. As a consequcnce, any increIllent in redundancy within a predictor set tends to increase lhe variance of intuitive predictions. And, lo the cxtent to which our confidence is Inisplaced- thal
is, we are "more confident in a context of inferior predictive validity" -we are
doing lhe opposile of what we should do under.,the circulnstances. What we
should do is covered in lhe nexl section.

Adjusting for

Rcgres~ion

Effects

Regression lo the Inean is Iike the weather: Everybody lalks aboul il, but few of
us do anylhing abOUl it. However, il is unlike lhe wealher, because Inost of us fail
to recognize it, even when il hits us on the nose. Consider the following regression axioln: In the context of nunlerical prediction problelns, the variance of our
predictions should never be larger than that ofthe criterion we seek to predict.
(Never, not just hardly cvcr.) Indeed, virtually always lhe variance of our predictions should be 1l1uch slnaller than that of the criterion. As lheir nanle inlplies,
regression equations are specifically constructed to handle regression effects optitnally. Like the other four features of this analytic Illethod, the lifth just COllles
with the territory.
Although it has long been known, al least by statistics instructors, thal the
concept 01' regression was not part of our hunlan intuitiolls, it relnaineo for
Kahnelnan and Tversky (1973) to dOCUtllent the extent 01' this cognitive lilnitation, lo analyze SOtlle conditions under which lhis failing is particularly severe,
and lo provide a lheoretical ratiollale to explain bolh how we Illake intuitive predictions and why lhey lend lo be nonregressive in characler. Briefly, these invesligalors have shown that inluitive predictions are often baseo on a heuristic called
"rcpresentativeness" -specifically, lhal we tend to assess outcomes by lhe exlenl lo which lhe Oulcollles reselnblc or "represent" the nlain features of the eviucnce. Predictions based on resenlblance are not regressive, whereas all predictions should be.
The best sUllllllary of the evidence on the use ano 11lisuse ol' lhe representativeness heuristic in Inaking intuitive predictions has been provided by Nisbett
and Ross (1980; see especially chapter 7), who argued thal lhe lendency lo be
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insufficiently regressive has two causes. On the one hand, people may often overestimate the degree of covariation among events in the social domain, at least
when such events can be linked by plausible causal theories, scripts, or stereotypes. More itnportant, however, is the fact that people fail to make regressive
predictions even when they recognize that the available predictor variables are
only weakly related to the criterion. That is, incorrect theories about the strength
of relations lead to exaggerated beliefs about the utility of potential predictors,
and intuitive prediction strategies resuIt in nonregressive predictions even when
the weakness of the relations is recognized. Nisbett and Ross (1980) concIuded
that •'when it comes to predictions, a little knowledge (that is, knowledge of the
target's score on a weakly related predictor variable) is a dangerous thing"
(p. 153).

Summary
Of the five types of problems solved automatically by the regression equation,
which is the most troublesome for the human mind? In a first draft of this chapler,
I questioned whether the relative importance of the five problems in differentiating human from equation was not the very opposite of their historical order of
investigation (and the opposite of their order of presentatíon here). I speculated
that the most obvious lilnitation of the human mínd as conlpared to the regression
equation - failure to give proper weight to differences in the validities of lhe
predictors- may Ilot turn out to be the key villain in this mystery story. Rather,
the very feature of the regression equation that gives it its name may be lhe most
important of the five contrasts. Now older and wiser (see lhe note on the first
page of lhis chapler), I lean toward reversing my initial irnportance ranking.
In so doing, I thereby detnonstrate lhe very deficiencies that 1 have been
chronicIing -an inability to figure out lhe relative validities of each of the five
features, confusion stemming from the incommensurability of their metrics, obvious inconsistency in my forccasting, difficulty combining nonrcdundant features, and finally a failure to regress to the mean, which in this case would
amount to a prediction that all the fcatures are quite similar in their importance.
Indeed, all that is clear to me at this point is that as humans we do none of thetn
optimally.
In the 1950s, it was Paul Meehl who brought to the attention of both the clin,ical and the scicntific communitics in psychology the nccessity of comparing the
accuracy of intuitive and actuarial procedures so as to bettcr understand "what
can the clinician do well?" In so doing, he forced us to become aware of our
cognitive lirnitations, and he led us to think Inore carefully about the logic of the
predictive enterprise. During the 1960s and 1970s, his name was primarily associatcd with his summarics of the empirical comparisons betwecn intuitíve and
actuarial predictions. Now in lhc 1990s, we should be rcady to appreciate his
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he valued most in them, his extraordinarily prescient in-

sights into the assets and the Iiabilities associtited with human intuitionso To lhe
extenl lo which we do so, we will begin lo attenluale his anguish about his remjers' reactions, or lack lhereof, lo his 1954 nlonograph:
People sometimes ask nle whether 1 arn disappointed by the rclatively
feeble impact of that book and of the many studies that were stimulaled
by it. o o o 1 have learned to develop a cerlain Buddhistic detachnlenl
about the mallero Suppose a social worker confidently tells me that of
course we can predict how this delinquent will do on probation by
reflccting on psychodynamic inferences and subjective impressions,
recorded in a IO-page presentence investigation, despite the Illalignant
rap sheet record and acting-out psychometrics, and the officer's
comlnent that "he's a real mean, tough street kido" Well, I remind
rnyself that Omniscient Joncs has 110t pUl me in Icharge of reforming the
world (Meehl, ) 986, po 375).
·f

Note
lo The coefficienls in a mulliple-regr<;ssion equalion are "oplimal" only in lhe sample in which
lhey were derived. and consequenlly lhe validily of a regression equalion willlend lo shrink when il
is applied in new sampleso In general. lhe robuslness of lhe equalion is negalively rclaled lo lhe numbcr of prediclor variables used lo derive il. and posilively relaled lo lhe size of lhe derivalion sample
and ils represenlaliveness of lhe population to which lhe e(IUalion is lo be applied.
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